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Classic Clip 21mmS
Labour cost savings / higher yields / increased profitability



Classic Clip 21mmS
ARaymond offers value-added fastening solutions  
for greenhouse cultures, able to optimize labour costs,  
culture yields and profitability

Easy and fast installation

Robust fastening system

Respectful design for cultivation

Why is it better to choose clipping than twisting?  *

AIR CIRCULATION
Thanks to its design the Classic Clip  

combines robustness  
and excellent air circulation  

reducing the risks of Botrytis.

 RETENTION

The Classic Clip has robust  
locking system with lock grips  

that optimizes twine retention.

TWISTING

CLIPPING

CO
ST

S

1 SEASON PRODUCTION 



Available in biodegradable material

Related Products

CERTIFIED  NF EN 14995

Twinhook

Flextruss

Classic Hook  
180 mm / 220 mm

ReelHook

LATCH CONNECTION

The Classic Clip has a robust latch  
with audible “click”, that confirms  
it is closed when in place. 

ROUNDED SHAPE

The design has a round shape with 
rounded edges to reduce damage  
to the plants and fruits. 
It has some flexibility, but still 
maintains the stress resistance.

EXTRA STRONG HINGE

The Classic Clip has a robust hinge that keeps 
its function, even when re-clipping. It reduces 
torsion, avoids mis-clipping and improves 
gripping of the twine.


